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Are you reviewing your FREE
credit reports? Pre-pandemic the
US Government required that
each of the three main credit
reporting agencies (Equifax,
Experian, TransUnion) provide
you with one free credit report
each year. Currently free weekly
access is available. Reports
should be accessed only through
the AnnualCreditReport.com
website.

With free weekly access there’s
no strategy needed in how to
access your reports. Once the
weekly access goes away we
recommend you stagger credit
report requests. Pick one of the
three agencies and access your
credit report from them now and
then rotate to a different agency
in four months. Repeating this
cycle every twelve months allows
you to review your credit report
periodically throughout the year
at no charge. Be aware of using
the wrong website. Only use
AnnualCreditReport.com .

Until Next Time...

The SWA Team

The Social Security cost-of-living adjustment (COLA) for 2022 is 5.9%, the
largest increase since 1983. The COLA applies to December 2021 benefits,
payable in January 2022. The amount is based on the increase in the
Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers (CPI-W)
from Q3 of the last year a COLA was determined to Q3 of the current year (in
this case, Q3 2020 to Q3 2021).

Despite these annual adjustments for inflation, a recent study found that the
buying power of Social Security benefits declined by 30% from 2000 to early
2021, in part because the CPI-W is weighted more heavily toward items
purchased by younger workers than by Social Security beneficiaries.

Sources: Social Security Administration, 2021; The Senior Citizens League, August 11, 2021
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Should You Speed Up Your Retirement Plans?
According to a March 2021 survey, an estimated 2.8
million Americans ages 55 and older decided to file for
Social Security benefits earlier than they expected
because of COVID-19. This was about double the 1.4
million people in the same age group who said they
expected to work longer, presumably due to
pandemic-related financial losses.1

Many older workers were pushed into retirement after
losing their jobs, and others may have had health
concerns. Still, it appears that work-related stress and
the emotional toll of the pandemic caused a lot of
people to rethink their priorities and their retirement
timelines.

Annual increase in the number of retired baby
boomers (in millions)

Source: Pew Research Center, 2020

How do you know if you can realistically afford to retire
early? First and foremost, determine whether you will
have enough income to support the lifestyle you
envision. Instead of accumulating assets, you may
have to start draining your life savings to cover living
expenses. Here are four important factors to consider.

Lost Income and Savings
You may be sacrificing years of future earnings and
contributions to your retirement accounts. For
example, an early retiree who was making $80,000 per
year would forgo about $400,000 of salary over five
years or $800,000 over a decade, not counting
cost-of-living or merit increases. The 10-year total
rises to nearly $1 million when annual raises averaging
just 3% are included.

If the same retiree could have contributed 5% of salary
to an employer-sponsored retirement plan with a 100%
match, he or she would also miss out on $8,000 in
contributions in the first year, more than $40,000 over
five years, and almost $100,000 over 10 years.

Debt and Other Financial Responsibilities
If you are still paying a mortgage, have other debts, or
are supporting children or aging parents, you may not
be ready to retire. Ideally, you should be free of "extra"
financial responsibilities so you can focus on meeting
your own living expenses without a regular paycheck.

Reduced Social Security Benefits
The earliest age you can file for Social Security is 62,
but your benefit would be reduced to 70% or 75% of
your full retirement benefit — for the rest of your life. So
even if you do decide to retire, you might think about
waiting to claim your benefit until you reach full
retirement age (age 66 to 67, depending on the year
you were born) or longer if you have enough income
and/or savings to cover your expenses. For every year
you wait past your full retirement age, your benefits will
increase by 8% (up to age 70).

Higher Medical Costs
If you retire before you (or a spouse) become eligible
for Medicare at age 65, you could lose access to an
affordable employer-provided health plan. You can
purchase health insurance through the Health
Insurance Marketplace or a broker, but the age-based
premiums are more expensive for older applicants. For
two 60-year-olds with a household income of
$100,000, the average premium for a silver
Marketplace plan in 2021 is $708 per month ($8,500
per year), after subsidies. And if you seek medical
treatment, you'll typically need to cover copays,
deductibles, coinsurance, and some other expenses
(up to the plan's out-of-pocket maximum).2

Even with Medicare, it's estimated that a married
couple who retired at age 65 in 2020, with median
prescription drug expenses, would need $270,000 to
have a 90% chance of paying their health-care costs
throughout retirement.3

The bottom line is that some people might be giving up
more than they realize when they retire early. Before
you say goodbye to the working world, be sure you
have the resources to carry you through the next
phase of your life.
1) U.S. Census Bureau, 2021

2) Kaiser Family Foundation, 2021

3) Employee Benefit Research Institute, 2020
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401(k) and IRA: A Combined Savings Strategy
Contributing to an employer-sponsored retirement plan
or an IRA is a big step on the road to retirement, but
contributing to both can significantly boost your
retirement assets. A recent study found that, on
average, individuals who owned both a 401(k) and an
IRA at some point during the six-year period of the
study had combined balances about 2.5 times higher
than those who owned only a 401(k) or an IRA. And
people who owned both types of accounts consistently
over the period had even higher balances.1

Here is how the two types of plans can work together
in your retirement savings strategy.

Convenience vs. Control
Employer-sponsored plans such as 401(k), 403(b),
and 457(b) plans offer a convenient way to save
through pre-tax salary deferrals, and contribution limits
are high: $19,500 in 2021 ($20,500 in 2022) and an
additional $6,500 if age 50 or older. Although the costs
for investments offered in the plan may be lower than
those offered in an IRA, these plans typically offer
limited investment choices and have restrictions on
control over the account.

IRA contribution limits are much lower: $6,000 in 2021
and 2022 ($7,000 if age 50 or older). But you can
usually choose from a wide variety of investments, and
the account is yours to control and keep regardless of
your employment situation. If you leave your job, you
can roll assets in your employer plan into your IRA.2
Whereas contributions to an employer plan generally
must be made by December 31, you can contribute to
an IRA up to the April tax filing deadline.

Matching and Diversification
Many employer plans match a percentage of your
contributions. If your employer offers this program, it
would be wise to contribute at least enough to receive
the full match. Contributing more would be better, but
you also might consider funding your IRA, especially if
the contributions are deductible (see below).

Along with the flexibility and control offered by the IRA,
holding assets in both types of accounts, with different
underlying investments, could help diversify your
portfolio. Diversification is a method used to help
manage investment risk; it does not guarantee a profit
or protect against investment loss.

Rules and Limits
Although annual contribution limits for employer plans
and IRAs are separate, your ability to deduct
traditional IRA contributions phases out at higher
income levels if you are covered by a workplace plan:
modified adjusted gross income (MAGI) of $66,000 to
$76,000 for single filers and $105,000 to $125,000 for
joint filers in 2021 ($68,000 to $78,000 and $109,000
to $129,000 in 2022).3 You can make nondeductible
contributions to a traditional IRA regardless of income.

Eligibility to contribute to a Roth IRA phases out at
higher income levels regardless of coverage by a
workplace plan: MAGI of $125,000 to $140,000 for
single filers and $198,000 to $208,000 for joint filers in
2021 ($129,000 to $144,000 and $204,000 to
$214,000 in 2022).

Source: Investment Company Institute, 2021

Contributions to employer-sponsored plans and
traditional IRAs are generally made on a pre-tax or
tax-deductible basis and accumulate tax deferred.
Distributions are taxed as ordinary income and may be
subject to a 10% federal income tax penalty if
withdrawn prior to age 59½ (with certain exceptions).
Nondeductible contributions to a traditional IRA are not
taxable when withdrawn, but any earnings are subject
to ordinary income tax. Required minimum
distributions (RMDs) from employer-sponsored plans
and traditional IRAs must begin for the year you reach
age 72 (70½ if you were born before July 1, 1949).
However, you are generally not required to take
distributions from an employer plan as long as you still
work for that employer.

Roth IRA contributions are not deductible, but they can
be withdrawn at any time without penalty or taxes. To
qualify for the tax-free and penalty-free withdrawal of
earnings, Roth IRA distributions must meet a five-year
holding requirement and take place after age 59½
(with certain exceptions). Original owners of Roth IRAs
are exempt from RMDs. Beneficiaries of all IRAs and
employer plans must take RMDs based on their age
and relationship to the original owner.
1) Employee Benefit Research Institute, 2020

2) Other options when separating from an employer include leaving the
assets in your former employer's plan (if allowed), rolling them into a new
employer's plan, or cashing out (usually not wise).

3) If you are not covered by a workplace plan but your spouse is covered,
eligibility phases out at MAGI of $198,000 to $208,000 for joint filers in
2021 ($204,000 to $214,000 in 2022).
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A Map for Your Family

Prepared by Broadridge Investor Communication Solutions, Inc. Copyright 2022

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

The information presented here is not specific to any individual's personal circumstances.

To the extent that this material concerns tax matters, it is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by a taxpayer for the
purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed by law. Each taxpayer should seek independent advice from a tax professional based
on his or her individual circumstances.

These materials are provided for general information and educational purposes based upon publicly available information from sources
believed to be reliable—we cannot assure the accuracy or completeness of these materials. The information in these materials may change
at any time and without notice.

A will is an essential legal document that describes
how your estate should be distributed upon your
death. It is the basis for the probate process and can
serve as a guide for your heirs.

A letter of instruction — which has no legal status —
provides information that can help your loved ones
settle your estate and move forward with their lives.
You might consider it a map for your family.

Unlike a will, which must follow legal guidelines for
your state and may require an attorney, a letter of
instruction can be written yourself in any way you
choose. Here are some topics you may want to
address.

Financial accounts and account numbers, including
online user names and passwords. If you prefer not to
write down user names or passwords, the executor of
your estate should be able to access accounts with the
account numbers and your Social Security number.

List of documents and their locations, including (but
not limited to) your will, insurance policies, tax returns,
bank and investment account documents, real estate
deeds and mortgage documents, vehicle titles, Social
Security and Medicare cards, marriage and/or divorce
papers, and birth certificate.

Contact information for professionals who handle
your financial and legal affairs, such as your attorney,
financial advisor, insurance agent, and accountant.

Also include others who may be helpful, such as a
business partner or trusted friend.

Bills and creditors, including when payments are due
and other pertinent information, such as loan terms
and balances as of the date of the letter.

Your final wishes for burial or cremation, a funeral or
memorial service, organ donation, and charitable
contributions in your memory.

You might also include more personal thoughts or life
lessons that you want to pass on, or you could write a
separate letter. Keep your letter of instruction in a safe,
yet accessible place and tell your loved ones where it
can be found. It might be wise to give a copy of the
letter to the executor of your estate and other trusted
friends or advisers.

Be sure to review the letter regularly and update it as
appropriate. Your heirs will thank you for taking the
time to prepare.
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